Two-component gap solitons with linear interconversion
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We consider one-dimensional solitons in a binary Bose-Einstein condensate with linear coupling between the components, trapped in an optical-lattice potential. The inter- and intraspecies interactions may be either repulsive or attractive. The main effects considered here are spontaneous breaking of the symmetry between components in symmetric and antisymmetric solitons, and spatial splitting between the components. These effects are studied by means of a variational approximation and numerical simulations.
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INTRODUCTION

The existence of quasi-one-dimensional (1D) solitons in Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) has been demonstrated in well-known works [1], which used the Feshbach-resonance (FR) technique to switch the repulsion between atoms into attraction. It was also predicted [2], and then demonstrated in experiment [3], that an optical-lattice (OL) potential may support gap solitons (GSs) in finite band gaps of the OL-induced spectrum.

Experiments are possible too in a binary BEC, created as a mixture of two hyperfine states of the same atom [4]. In that case, the interspecies interaction may also be controlled by FR [5]. It was proposed to use this setting for the creation of symbiotic solitons [6], in which the FR-induced interspecies attraction overcomes the intraspecies repulsion. Two-component symbiotic GSs were predicted too [7]. In particular, the attraction between two self-repulsive species may lead, counterintuitively, to spatial splitting between GSs formed in each species [8], which is explained by a negative effective mass of the GS. A general two-component model including an OL potential acting on both species was considered in Ref. [9], with interspecies repulsion and intraspecies repulsion or attraction. Several types of GSs were reported there: symmetric and asymmetric ones, unsplit or split complexes (in which, respectively, the centers of the two components coincide or are separated), and solitons classified as intra- or intergap ones, with chemical potentials of the two components belonging to the same or different band gaps.

Our objective here is to extend the consideration to a different physical situation, when the interaction between the two components trapped in the OL includes linear coupling, i.e., interconversion between the species. The linear interconversion between hyperfine atomic states can be induced by a resonant electromagnetic field [10], leading to the prediction of various coupled-mode dynamical effects, such as Josephson oscillations [11].

In contrast to the previously studied symbiotic solitons [6–9], the chemical potentials of the two components of stationary patterns in a linearly coupled binary BEC must be equal. This condition, obviously, favors symmetric states, i.e., ones with identical components. On the other hand, nonlinear repulsion will push them aside. Thus, the competition between the linear coupling and nonlinear intercomponent repulsion gives rise to a shift of the miscibility-immiscibility transition in a binary BEC, or in a superfluid Fermi gas trapped in a parabolic potential [12]; however, manifestations of such competition in terms of solitons were not considered before, and this is one of the objectives of the present work. On the other hand, the interplay of the intracomponent self-repulsion or self-atraction and linear interconversion gives rise to spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) in 1D [13] and 2D [14] binary solitons. The SSB manifests itself in the destabilization of symmetric or antisymmetric solitons (in the case of self-attraction or -repulsion, respectively), and the emergence of stable asymmetric states, with different numbers of atoms in the components. SSB in two-component GSs was also predicted in optics, in terms of dual-core fiber Bragg gratings [15].

FIG. 1. (Color online) Four curves on the left represent lines of the spontaneous symmetry breaking of symmetric ($\sigma=+1$) and antisymmetric ($\sigma=-1$) solitons, for $V_0=5$. Three curves on the right designate the onset of the spatial splitting between the components of symmetric and antisymmetric solitons. The results are obtained from the variational approximation (VA) and numerical simulations (num). Labels overlapping (bifurcated) and unsplit (split) indicate, respectively, areas of the existence of stable symmetric (asymmetric) solitons, and of those with coinciding (separated) centers of the two components.
FIG. 2. (Color online) Examples of stable symmetric/asymmetric and unsplit/split solitons, as obtained from the numerical solution for different combinations of the attractive and repulsive interactions. The thin dashed curve depicts the OL potential, with $V_0=5$.

In this work, we use the variational approximation (VA) and numerical simulations to demonstrate that, in the presence of the linear interconversion of components, both the SSB and spatial-splitting transition in binary-BEC solitons trapped in an OL potential take a simple form, which can be represented by universal diagrams in the parameter space.

**THE MODEL**

We consider a binary BEC loaded into a cigar-shaped trap, combined with an OL potential acting in the longitudinal direction. The system of coupled Gross-Pitaevskii equations for the two wave functions $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ can be written as [6–9]

$$i(\frac{\partial \phi_j}{\partial t}) = -(1/2)(\phi_j)_{xx} + \left[ g_1 \phi_j^2 + g_2 \phi_2 \phi_j^* \right] \phi_j - V_0 \cos(2\pi \xi) \phi_j - \kappa \phi_{2j}, \quad j=1,2.$$  

(1)

The scaled coordinate, time, OL strength, linear-interconversion rate, and nonlinearity coefficients are related to their counterparts measured in physical units as follows: $x=(\pi/L)\lambda_{ph}$, $t=(\pi/L)^2(\hbar/m)v_{ph}$, $V_0=(\pi/\hbar)^2mV_{th}v_{ph}$, $\kappa = (L/\pi)^2(\hbar/m)\nu_{ph}$, and $\{g, g_{12}\} = (\hbar^2m/\pi\hbar)\lambda_{ph}a_{\lambda_{ph}1}a_{\lambda_{ph}2}$, where $L$, $m$, $\omega_{ph}$, and $\mathcal{N}$ are the OL period, atomic mass, transverse-trapping frequency, and total number of atoms of both species. We define $V_0$ and $\kappa$ to be positive, while $g, g_{12} > 0$ and $< 0$ correspond to nonlinear repulsion and attraction, respectively. With $t$ replaced by the propagation distance $z$ and $g_{12} = 0$, Eqs. (1) may also be interpreted as a model for the spatial evolution of optical signals in a planar dual-core waveguide, equipped with a transverse grating of strength $V_0$ [13].

Stationary solutions to Eqs. (1) are looked for in the usual form, $\phi_{1,2}(x,t)=\exp(-i\mu t)\phi_{1,2}(x)$, with a common chemical potential, $\mu$. Real functions $u_{1,2}(x)$ obey the following equations and normalization:

$$\mu u_j + u_j'/2 - (g_{1j}u_j^2 + g_{2j}u_2)u_j + V_0 \cos(2\pi x)u_j + \kappa u_j = 0,$$

$$\mu u_j + u_j'/2 - (g_{1j}u_j^2 + g_{2j}u_2)u_j + V_0 \cos(2\pi x)u_j + \kappa u_j = 0,$$

(2)

$$N_1 + N_2 = 2, \quad N_j = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} u_j^2(x) dx,$$

which can be derived from the Lagrangian

$$L = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left[ \mu u_j^2 - (u_j')^2/2 + V_0 \cos(2\pi x)u_j^2 - g_{1j}u_j^2/2 \right]$$

$$\mu u_j + u_j'/2 - (g_{1j}u_j^2 + g_{2j}u_2)u_j + V_0 \cos(2\pi x)u_j + \kappa u_j dx - 2\mu.$$

(3)

Solitons may exist if $\mu$ falls into the semi-infinite gap (SIG) or finite band gaps of the linear spectrum of system (2). This spectrum was found in Ref. [2].

**THE VARIATIONAL APPROXIMATION**

To predict solitons with a compact unsplit profile and, generally, different numbers of atoms in the components, $N_1 \neq N_2$, we adopt the Gaussian ansatz [16]

$$u_j^{\text{(unsplit)}}(x) = \sigma \alpha_\sigma^{-1/4} \sqrt{\mathcal{N} / \nu e^{-x^2/(2\alpha^2)}}, \quad j = 1,2,$$

(4)

where, for $N_1 = \pm N_2$, $\sigma = +1$ and $-1$ correspond to symmetric and antisymmetric solitons, respectively: $u_j^{\text{(unsplit)}} = \pm u_j^{\text{(split)}}$. The free parameters in ansatz (4) are norms $N_{1,2}$ of the components and their common width $\nu$ (in the presence of the linear coupling, one may assume equal widths of the components, even if their amplitudes are different [13,16,17]). The substitution of ansatz (4) in the Lagrangian yields

$$L = \mu(N - 2) - N((4\nu^2 + V_0 e^{-\nu^2} N + 2\sigma\kappa \nu$$

$$\nu^2 + g_{12}^2)/(2\sqrt{2\pi \nu}),$$

(5)

where $N = N_1 + N_2$, $\nu = \sqrt{2N_1N_2}$. In this notation, the asymmetry parameter of the soliton is

$$\epsilon = (N_1 - N_2)/(N_1 + N_2) = \sqrt{1 - \nu^2/\sqrt{2}}.$$

(6)

The first variational equation, $\partial L / \partial \nu = 0$, recovers the normalization adopted above, $N=2$. The other equations, $\partial L / \partial \sigma = 0$, and $\partial L / \partial \nu = 0$, and $\partial L / \partial N = 0$, yield

$$\sqrt{2\pi}(1 - 4V_0 \epsilon^2 e^{-\nu^2}) + \left[ g_1(1 + \epsilon^2) + g_{12}(1 - \epsilon^2) \right] \nu = 0,$$

(7)

$$2\sqrt{\pi} \kappa \kappa = \sigma (g_{12} - g) \sqrt{1 - \epsilon^2},$$

(8)

and $\mu = (4\nu^2 - 1) - V_0 e^{-\nu^2} + \sqrt{2}/(2\pi \nu)$. Note that Eq. (8) has no solutions for $\sigma(g_{12} - g) < 0$, which means that stationary asymmetric states with identical signs of the two wave functions ($\sigma = +1$) do not exist if the repulsion between the species is weaker than the intrinsic repulsion in each of them, or, alternatively, if the interspecies attraction is stronger than its intraspecies counterpart. Just the opposite is true for states with different numbers of atoms and opposite signs of the wave functions, $\sigma = -1$. The equation for width $\nu$ of symmetric and antisymmetric states is obtained from Eq. (7) by setting $\epsilon = 0$ in it,
the splitting condition

while Eq. (8) should be ignored in this case, as its derivation implied a deviation from the symmetry.

An issue of major interest is to predict a critical value of the linear-coupling constant, $\kappa=\kappa_{\text{crit}}$, above which the SSB bifurcation occurs, i.e., solutions to Eqs. (7) and (8) with infinitesimal $\epsilon$ split off from the solutions with $\epsilon=0$. In this case, Eq. (7) again reduces to (9), but Eq. (8) should not be omitted, yielding

$$\kappa_{\text{bif}} = \sigma(g_{12} - g)/(2\sqrt{2\pi\nu w_0}).$$

The VA may also be applied to predict the *splitting border* in the case of the repulsive nonlinearity. To approximate the onset of the splitting, we use the ansatz introduced in Ref. [9] (in the absence of the linear coupling),

$$u_j^{(\text{sp})}(x) = \frac{\sigma^{\frac{1}{2}}N}{\pi^{\frac{1}{4}}w_{j0}^{\frac{1}{2}}} \left(1 \pm b x - \frac{1}{2} w^2(b^2 - x^2)\right) e^{-x^2/(2w^2)},$$

where the separation between the centers of the components is $\Delta x \approx 2bw^2$ for small $b$. The substitution of this ansatz in Lagrangian (3) yields

$$L = \frac{1}{2w^2} + 2V_0 e^{-w^2} - \frac{g + g_{12}}{\sqrt{2\pi\nu w}} + 2\sigma\kappa - 2b^2$$

$$\times \left(2V_0 w^2 e^{-w^2} - \frac{g_{12}w}{\sqrt{2\pi}} + \sigma\nu w^2\right),$$

and the additional variational equation, $\partial L/\partial (b^2) = 0$, predicts the splitting condition

$$g_{12} = 2\sqrt{2\pi\nu w_0^{3/2}} + \sigma\sqrt{2\pi\nu w_0}. \quad (13)$$

**NUMERICAL RESULTS**

Numerical solutions of Eq. (1) were obtained by means of the real-time propagation using the split-step Crank-Nicolson algorithm [9], with spatial and temporal steps 0.025 and 0.0002, respectively. The simulations were run until the solution would settle down into a stationary localized state. This method of obtaining stationary solutions guarantees their stability.
The case when the intraspecies nonlinearity is switched off ($g_0 = 0$), and the solitons exist only due to the interspecies interactions, is of particular interest. The evolution of families of stable asymmetric GSs with the increase of $|g_{12}|$, as obtained from the numerical solution in this case (both for the attraction, $g_{12} < 0$, and repulsion, $g_{12} > 0$, when the solitons can be found, several, only with $\sigma = -1$ or $\sigma = +1$), is shown in Fig. 3, for different values of linear coupling $\kappa$. In particular, the initial abrupt increase of $\epsilon$ with the growth of $g_{12} > 0$ is the manifestation of the SSB in the unsplit GS. After achieving a maximum of $\epsilon$ very close to 1, the asymmetric GS undergoes the splitting transition, which eventually leads to the gradual decrease of the effective asymmetry between the spatially separating components. In the case of $g_{12} < 0$, the solitons (in this case, they belong to the SIG), also attain a maximum of $\epsilon$ very close to 1. Further increase of $|g_{12}|$ leads to a transition to solitons of the symbiotic type [6] with reduced asymmetry.

As mentioned above, the numerical procedure adopted in this work generates only stable soliton solutions. However, unlike the ordinary SIG-based solitons, GSs do not represent the ground state of BEC [2,3], i.e., they are, strictly speaking, metastable objects. For this reason, it is relevant to test their stability against strong perturbations. Simulations demonstrate that the GSs are, in fact, very robust objects. For instance, a sudden drop of the self-repulsion coefficient from $g = 4$ to 1, which can be easily implemented by means of FR, does not destroy the GS (see Fig. 4). Similarly, sudden application of a kick to the soliton (not shown here) gives rise to its oscillations around a local minimum of the OL potential, but does not destroy it either.

**CONCLUSION**

In this work, we have extended the model of binary BEC trapped in the OL potential [9] by including the linear interconversion between the two species. Using the VA and numerical simulation, we have identified two internal transitions in two-component solitons, both regular and gap-mode ones: spontaneous symmetry breaking, and spatial splitting between the components.
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